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Hotel Feldmann is a small family run hotel, and we provide our guests with high-quality service and
comfortable accommodation.
Our hotel has 20 rooms in various layout arrangements and a fine restaurant.
Hotel Feldmann is located immediately in the beautiful historic Münster oldtown pedestrian zone.
Our hotel is positioned in the calm Clemens Church area, well way from the main traffic roads.
The renowned Prinzipalmarkt with its historic Town Hall where the treaty that ended The 30 Years’
War was signed and ratified, the impressive Münster Dom visited by Pope John-Paul II, and Münster
Main Railway Station are all located only few short minutes by foot from our hotel.
An elevator is installed.
Pets cannot be accepted in the hotel.
Car access for loading and unloading directly in front of the hotel is possible.
Secure public garages are conveniently located nearby with details in this brochure.
Our restaurant is closed on Sundays, Mondays and public holidays.
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Our Room Tariffs:
Accommodation Prices Single Room: from 72.00 to 132.00 Euros
Accommodation Prices Double Room: from 135.00 to 168.00 Euros
Breakfast: 7.00 Euros per Person
The City of Münster levies a lodging tax for guests who are on private trips, which is 4.5% of the
accommodation price. Guests on business trips are exempted from the lodging tax, and suitable
confirmation is necessary at check-in.

Package Offers 2020:

Feldmann’s Stay & Enjoy 2020
(Offer valid from January until September)
For a stay of two nights we offer you an evening 3-Course-Menu including aperitif and espresso for
package price of 28.50 Euros per person that can be reserved.
Please include the package reservation direct together with the room booking.

Feldmann’s 5 for 4
For stays of 5 nights accommodation pay for only 4 (this package offer may not be combined with
any other package offers).
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We would like to remind you that in you travel plans to please take into consideration that our
restaurant is closed on Sundays, Mondays and Public Holidays.
The City of Münster levies a lodging tax, which is 4.5% of the accommodation price for guests who
are on private trips. Guests who are on business trips with suitable verification, are exempted from
the lodging tax. The lodging tax is additional to and not considered our accommodation prices.
Payments by card is preferred over cash payment.
Our package offers are only bookable in direct arrangement with our in-house reservations.
Changes to prices and package offers are reserved rights of the hotel management.
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Parking – Arrival Directions
Parking: is available in numerous local public parking garages
Parking Garage – “Parkhaus Alter Steinweg” - Alter Steinweg 21, 48143 Münster
Ideal parking facilities for our guests who are not dependent on driving up to the hotel by car, where
our hotel is reachable by foot in max. 2 minutes.
After parking your car in the parking garage, take the pedestrian exit "Alter Steinweg" and turn left.
After about 20 meters you will see a passage across the street (Loergasse - on the corner is a Calida
shop). Follow this alley to the end, the hotel is on the right hand side (just as you reach the church
“Clemenskirche” on the diagonal right), then our hotel entrance is directly opposite the
Clemenskirche.

Parking Garage – “Stubengasse”, Loerstraße 16, 48143 Münster
Has easy road access and advantageous to park you car directly here. The walk to the hotel is about
2 minutes. After parking your car in this underground car park, take the pedestrian exit
"Stubengasse". Directly opposite, you will see a church “Clemenskirche” located in a garden.The
hotel is on the other side of the church.
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Parking Garage – “Engelenschanze Parkhaus”, Engelstraße 49, 48143 Münster
A little further away, but with the hotel special tariff of 6.00 euros per night.
The parking fee is payable on departure at the hotel reception. Optionally for unloading, you can
drive your car up to the front of the hotel. Immediately after unloading, park your car at the
Engelenschanze Parkhaus.
At the entrance to this car park, you take a normal parking ticket from the barrier ticket dispenser.
You will need a ticket for each exit, collect at the hotel reception before proceeding to the garage.
Travel time from the hotel to the garage: by car 2 - 3 minutes; by foot 7 - 8 minutes.

Note: Parking in the Karstadt underground garage has only time limited access possiblities, its
opening hours are tied to normal business hours. Say: in the evening after 8pm, and on Sundays and
public holidays you will have no access to your car!

GPS Directions for access to the hotel: When using a GPS navigation system, please note that access
to the hotel is via Loerstrasse, exclusively.
You first drive towards the city center either via the main train station “Hauptbahnhof” or via
Eisenbahnstrasse / von-Vincke-Strasse following the signs Raphaelsklinik or Stubengasse.
This means that you turn right from the von-Vincke-Strasse into Windhorststrasse - cross over the
Green-Belt Promenade - (Windthorststrasse continues on becoming Loerstrasse), follow the street
along its course for about 350 metres from the Green Belt Promenade. Then about four metres just
before the entrance into the “Karstadt” underground garage you will see on your right the church
garden, turn immediately right into the access lane “An der Clemenskirche” (a shared pedestrian
area for pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicles), our hotel is 90 metres further along on your left,
directly opposite the church “Clemenskirche”.

